MEDICAL FACILITY EXPERIENCE

Project:

FAITH FAMILY MEDICAL CLINIC
Nashville, Tennessee

Client:

Jack Faris, FFMC Director
Nashville, Tennessee
This faith-based non-profit medical clinic
renovated their building to serve the
needs of their ever-growing client base.
Recently completed Phase I involved remodeling some interior spaces to
make additional provider workspace and one new exam room, as well as
reconfiguring the reception and business office for greater workload. Future
Phase II will involve a 3,000 square foot addition that will add waiting room
space, offices, exam rooms, and consultation areas.

Project:

MRI SUITE
CENTENNIAL MEDICAL CENTER
Nashville, Tennessee

Client:

Flow Construction Company
Nashville, Tennessee
An existing MRI room and associated control area
was enlarged and reconfigured to accommodate a
new, more powerful scanner. Existing walls, floor
slabs, and ceilings were re-worked with new lead
shielding as required for the greater magnetic
fields.

Project:

MRI SUITE
CLARKSVILLE IMAGING CENTER
Clarksville, Tennessee

Client:

Flow Construction Company
Nashville, Tennessee
To accommodate a larger, more powerful
scanner, this existing wood-frame building
needed an 80 square foot room addition, as well as re-working of the
existing walls, floor slab, and ceilings as required for new x-ray shielding
plates. Careful coordination ensured minimal down-time for this busy clinic
during the remodel and equipment change.
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Project:

BIOGRAPH EMOTION DUO SUITE
U.T.C.I. MEMPHIS
Memphis, Tennessee

Client:

Flow Construction Company
Nashville, Tennessee
Approximately 1,540 square feet of shell space within the existing
University of Tennessee Cancer Institute was built out to accommodate lab
space, uptake rooms, waiting rooms, equipment and control rooms and the
main CT scanner room, with all required lead shielding.

Project:

G.E. DISCOVERY SYSTEM SUITE
V.A. HOSPITAL
Nashville, Tennessee

Client:

Flow Construction
Nashville, Tennessee
An existing 1,240 square foot space within the Hospital was remodeled for
the needs of the new equipment and CT scanner, along with associated
dosing rooms and work areas. Wall, floor, and ceiling structures were
upgraded according to x-ray shielding requirements.

Project:

BLOUNT COUNTY EYE CARE
Maryville, Tennessee

Client:

Dr’s Lloyd and William Tantum
Maryville, Tennessee
A completely new, 10,000 square foot, two-story optometry office and clinic
is in schematic design for this successful practice. The new building will
feature exam suites for both doctors, as well as shared facilities for special
procedures and surgeries, and an optical sales area and laboratory.
The exterior of the building will meet with the strict Maryville design
standards, including rustic exterior materials of stone, brick, and wood, and
craftsman architectural elements to compliment the local vernacular of the
Smokey Mountains.
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Project:

THE DELOZIER CLINIC
MEDICAL OFFICES
Nashville, Tennessee

Client:

Joseph B. Delozier III, M.D.
Nashville, Tennessee
This 4,000 square foot health care facility was a complete renovation of an
early 20th century residence in mid-town Nashville. This medical facility is
comprised of waiting areas, examination rooms, business offices and a
complete operating-room complex for a cosmetic and reconstructive surgery.

Project:

NASHVILLE HUMANE ASSOCIATION
Nashville, Tennessee
This 14,000 square foot facility includes an operating room, treatment rooms,
isolation rooms, kennel and adoption areas, as well as administrative offices
and public support and services areas.

Project:

SOUTHSIDE MEDICAL GROUP
Nashville, Tennessee
This 12,000 square foot facility houses five Physician groups along with
speculative medical office space and support facilities. The two-story
configuration contains separate office suites that accommodates the various
internal medicine, pediatrics and obstetrics/gynecology groups.

Project:

HEALTHSOUTH REHABILITATION CORP
Nashville, Tennessee
The 10,000 square foot facility included administrative, examination,
rehabilitation, physician office and support functions. The existing retail shell
space was adapted to accommodate the prototypical components that have
been developed by one of the region's largest rehabilitation corporations.

Project:

HENDERSONVILLE PROFESSIONAL BUILDING
Hendersonville, Tennessee
This 14,000 square foot facility is comprised of a variety of medical office
suites, including internal medicine, obstetrics/gynecology, cosmetic surgery,
dentistry and pharmacy. The single-story structure is surrounded by patient
and staff parking providing a highly visible and easily accessible entrance to
each physician's suite.
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